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Instructor Feedback Dashboard



OHSU in Context



OHSU in Context
• Instructors are able to access PDF copies of their reports online, via Sakai (OHSU’s LMS), 

using the Blue Portal Integrator (BPI) .



Why?
Why OHSU decided to use IFD





Problems with PDF-only reporting: 

• Cumbersome

• Slow

• Static

• Onus of collating the data is 

on the instructor

• Not easy to show/read trends



Problems with PDF-only reporting: 



Why invest in the IFD?



What research says?

• By analyzing longitudinal data, instructors can 
assess whether or not a teaching intervention or 
innovation was effective. (Kember & Ginns, 2012; 
Nielsen & Kreiner, 2017)

• The IFD can ease tension in finding and interpreting 
results. (Rienties, 2017)

• Instructors will be able to more quickly assess areas 
for improvement, and develop a cohesive narrative 
to describe their teaching. (Franklin, 2001; Franklin 
& Theall, 1990; Darwin, 2017)



How?
How IFD benefits OHSU



Saving Minimum $294
per one Nursing faculty member in one year; $25k for entire school 



Saving at least 5 hours a month 
for the Blue administrator



What?
What was done to implement IFD



OHSU journey to implement IFD
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Overall setup process

Published Blue 
projects

Instructors 
dashboard

IFD Setup

Input Tool/technique Output



Overall setup process
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Pick the right Blue projects



Define the Aspects of Teaching



Pick the right demographic fields 
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Feedback – What do faculty think?

• The overall response has been positive. Instructors like the ease of use of the 
IFD, and how quickly they can see their score means.



Looking ahead

• Ongoing need: Incorporate the IFD in the evaluation training sessions for 
faculty and administrators. 

• Wishlist: a version of the IFD for deans or program directors to view the 
evaluation scores and comments for the instructors and courses they 
manage. 

• Wishlist: An easier way to include question data in the IFD.



Q&A



Thank you!
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